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Introduction

• Two things leaders can influence to produce results: Strategy & Execution
• What do leaders struggle with more? Strategy or Execution?
• MBA or Business Class-what did you study more? Strategy or Execution?
•

The area leaders struggle with most is area in which they have least education.

• Change Strategies:
•

Stroke-of-the-pen strategies

•

•

Capital Investment, expansion of staff, acquisition

Behavioral-change strategies

•

Improved customer service, higher quality, faster responsiveness

• Execution-keys are simplicity and transparency
• Execution Breakdown-Clarity of Objective, Lack of Commitment, Confusion
on What to Do, Accountability.
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Introduction (cont.)

• If trying to achieve 5, 10 or 20 goals-team can’t focus.
• Narrow focus to 1 or 2 goals.
• Can distinguish between top priorities and what is part of the whirlwind.
• Whirlwind-urgent; Strategic Goals-important (but not urgent)
• Both Needed
• Principles of Execution
• Focus
• Leverage
• Engagement
• Accountability
• 4DX-Execute most important goals in face of competing priorities!
• LSS of MN implemented in 2015.
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4DX Overview
1. Implementing a set of proven strategies.
2.Overall Goal: Change mindset and human behavior.
3. Focus on how, not what.
4. Greatest challenge of execution: bringing focus and
direction and then sustaining those actions.
5. Absolute commitment.
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The 4 Disciplines
• Discipline 1: Focus on the Wildly Important
• Discipline 2: Act on Lead Measures
• Discipline 3: Keep a Compelling Scoreboard
• Discipline 4: Create a Cadence of Accountability
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Discipline 1
Focus on the Wildly Important
• Discipline of Focus
• Wildly Important Goal (WIG)
1) The more you try to do, the less you accomplish
2) More good ideas than capacity to execute
2) Select one or two WIGS at most
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•WHIRLWIND
• The Day Job
• Focus: 2-3 Goals Beyond the Whirlwind
Narrow Focus Here

New Activities
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Determining Your WIG
• Don’t Ask: What’s Most Important?
• Ask: If everything else remained the same, what is the one
thing you could change that would have the greatest
impact?

• Inside Whirlwind: Element of Operations is Ineffective.
• Outside Whirlwind: Feature of Your Product or Service
Needs to be Updated.
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Determining WIG

•Focus on two or less WIGs
•Begin with a verb
•Define Lag Measure (X to Y by WHEN)
•Keep it Simple
•Focus on what, not how
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Rules to Determine Your WIG
WIG: Reduce body weight from 180 lbs. to 160 lbs. by Dec 1st

• Begin with a verb
Simple verbs focus the mind on action
• This: Reduce body weight
• Not This: In order to look better for summer, I’m going to implement a Wildly
Important Goal this year to…

• Define the lag measure
Lag measures tell you if achieved goal
• X= 180 lbs.
• Y= 160 lbs.
• When = Dec 1st
• Lag Measure = Pounds
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Rules to Determine Your WIG (continued)
• Keep it Simple
Many goals are vague and complex
This: Reduce body weight from 180 lbs to 160 lbs by Dec 1st
Not This: I am committed to losing weight and becoming healthier…

• Focus on What, Not How
•

Often come up with goal but complicate it by adding how goal will be achieved.

This: Reduce body weight from 180 lbs to 160 lbs by Dec 1st
Not This: Reduce body weight from 180 lbs to 160 lbs by Dec 1st through changing
diet and increasing exercise.
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Battles you Choose Must Win the War
• WAR = High Level WIG
BATTLE= Low-Level WIG
• Lower Level WIGs must help achieve WIGs at higher levels
Overall WIG

Increase savings account
from $500 to $1,100 by
March 31, 2020

WAR

Bank account deposit from
$30 to $80 per paycheck

BATTLE

Decrease monthly
spending from $800 to $700

Lead Measures

Takeout food limit from $50 to $40
per week

Entertainment expenses from
$200 to $140 per month
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Discipline 2
Act on Lead Measures
• Discipline of Leverage
• Two types of measures: Lag and Lead
1)

Lag Measures: Measurement of result you are trying to achieve

•
•

Revenue, C N A, Client Satisfaction
Performance that drove them is already in the past-history

Example: WIG= Lose weight
Lag Measure= Move from 180 lbs to 160 lbs by Dec 1st.

Lag Measures Track the Success of the Wildly Important Goal
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Lag/Lead Measures
2) Lead Measures: The activities that will move the lag measure

• Predict lag measure success
• Influenced directly by the team
Example: Move from 180 lbs to 160 lbs by Dec 1st (lag measure)
Limit calories per day and/or hours of exercise per day (lead measures)

• Fixating on Lag Measures is a Trap!
• Easier to measure
• Represent result we ultimately want
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Lead Measures
• Choosing the correct lead measures
• Consider all possibilities
• Rank by impact and narrow focus to a few lead measures
• Test top ideas
• Predictive?
• Influenceable?
• Can it be measured?
• Is it worth measuring?

Rock
(Lag
Measure)

Predictive

Influenceable
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Discipline 3
Keep a Compelling Scoreboard
• Discipline of Engagement
• Highest level of engagement-when you know the score!
• Criteria:
1) Simple
2) Visible
3) Shows lead and lag measures
4) Easily understandable at a glance
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Creating a Scoreboard

• Choose A Theme
• Design the Scoreboard
• Simple
• Lead and Lag-these won’t mean much unless can see progress
• At a glance
• Build the Scoreboard
• Keep it Updated
• If difficult to update, you’ll lose interest and put it off when
the whirlwind strikes.

• When lead moves lag-You have a winnable game!
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Choose a Theme for Scoreboard

• Trend Lines (most effective-highlights current progress
vs lag measure)

• Gauges (speedometer, thermometer, scales, etc)
• Bar Charts (to compare teams or periods)
• Andon Charts (example=color signals)
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Scoreboard Examples

• Financial Counseling-Set up 1,748 New Debt Management Programs (DMP)
• Each life ring equals 40 DMPs
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Scoreboard Examples

• Housing Counseling-refer 40 Debt Management appropriate clients to
Financial Counseling.
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Scoreboard Examples

• Partners in Community Supports (PICS)-Complete provider rate increases
timely.

• Also used for FMS contract transition.
(fish bowls and ocean).
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Scoreboard Examples

• Other Uses
•
•
•

Breakthrough Goal Tracking
Implementing projects
Personal goals
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Discipline 4
Create a Cadence of Accountability
• Discipline of Execution
• WIG Session
• Weekly meeting, 20-30 minutes.
• Prevents disengagement and holds each other accountable
• Criteria:
• Same day and time each week.
• Set Agenda
• Go quickly
• Whirlwind never allowed into a WIG Session
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WIG Session Agenda
• Report on Weekly Commitments
•
•
•

Did I meet last week’s commitments?
Did they move the scoreboard?
What will I commit to this week?

• Review the Scoreboard-learn from successes and failures
• Plan-Clear the path AND make new commitments
• Key Question: What are the one or two things I can do this week to impact
the lead measures?

• Have each team member form their own commitments-increases
engagement (vs committing to orders from above)

• Commit to themselves and team-goes beyond job performance-Personal
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Promise!

Weekly Commitments
• Schedule Commitments – Protects from Whirlwind and Creates Higher
Accountability

• Schedule WIG Sessions
• Don’t Allow Whirlwind to creep
Into WIG Sessions
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Benefits of a WIG Session
• Collaborative thinking
• Team decision-making
• Motivates
• Creative problem solving.
• Engages
• Learn from success and failures
• Winning drives morale!
• Celebrates progress!
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Changing Lead Measure
Things to consider…

• Is the lead measure moving the lag measure? Don’t change if working.
• Is the lag measure moving enough? Consider raising the standard for the
performance on the lead measure vs changing it.

• Has team achieved lead measure for 12 consecutive weeks? Minimum time
to form a habit.

• Will the performance of the team remain if we removed the lead measure
from the scoreboard?

• Dangerous to change a lead measure too quickly
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WIG as a Project
• Lag Measure: Pay attention to setting finish line
• Less precise than a numerical value and subject to
scope creep.

• 100% Completion may be difficult or impossible to
measure. Be more precise.

• Lead Measures
• Process steps or milestones are lead measures.
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Approach for Roll out of 4DX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What & Why for 4DX – Make the case for change
Overview of 4DX Process

1.
2.

Use videos and slides
Train Leadership Team 1st – Train the Trainer

Discuss Team WIG
Discuss Leading Measures
Leadership Team will ratify team WIGs and Leading Measures (ensure “the
battles all line up to win the war”)
Create scoreboards
Schedule and start weekly WIG sessions
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Stages of Behavioral Change

1. Get Clear-WIG, Lead/Lag, Scoreboard, WIG Sessions.
2. Launch-Focus and energy from leader, some
resistance.

3. Adopt-New behaviors, resistance fades,
accountability grows.

4. Optimize-Playing to win, optimizing performance.
5. Habits-Not only reach goals, permanent rise in team
performance, new culture.
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Ways People Deal with Change
• Model (20%): Top performers, most engaged, embrace 4DX
enthusiastically.

• Resist (20%): Focus on why the change won’t work.
• See Potential (60%): Have capacity to be top performers,
need more focus or accountability.

• Would contribute more if knew how.
• Goal is to shift the curve to the right as middle performers
rise to the level of the top 20%.
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Remember…
• Remain focused on the wildly important goal and resist the allure
of your next great idea. There will always be more good ideas
than capacity to implement and execute.

• Remember that the big picture aim of 4DX is to establish a new
standard of consistency and excellence and then sustain it long
enough to make it a habit.
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RECAP
• Discipline 1: Focus on the Wildly Important (WIG): From X to Y by WHEN
• Discipline 2: Lead Measures: Predictive and Influenceable
• Discipline 3: Keep a Compelling Scoreboard: Keep updated
• Discipline 4: Create a Cadence of Accountability: WIG Session and Weekly
Commitments

• Disciplines 1, 2 and 3 formula to set up a winnable game.
• Discipline 4 is how you play the game.
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Keys to Success
• Keys to Success:
• Requires sustained commitment
• Don’t focus on goal itself, but on the lead measures that drive
the goal.

• Strive for consistency
• Celebrate accomplishments
• Move immediately on to new WIGS to formalize 4DX as your
operating system
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When you get back home…
• First 20 pages!
• Link to Video
• The Four Disciplines of Execution in a Nutshell:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEJDliThj7g
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Questions?
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